Abstract (300 words):
The purpose of construction management is to make construction efficient and effective. One of the most frequently studied topics in construction management is construction labor productivity (CLP), which measures productivity as output per person. CLP has been studied extensively in the literature, and often in the form of comparative analysis within a certain region or across regions. One interesting and important comparative study on CLP is to focus on the world’s top two economies by GDP, the U.S. and China. This research first reviews the existing literature with regard to the analysis of CLP, then collects recently published national average productivity data, processes the data, and investigates CLP between the U.S. and China. In order to achieve a comprehensive comparison, productivity data for six major construction activities are analyzed: earthwork, concrete forming, structural steel framing, masonry, roofing, and interior finish work. U.S. labor productivity data is from RSMeans 2018 Building Construction Costs and Chinese labor productivity data is from Shanghai construction quotas. Detailed statistical analyses test the hypothesis that Chinese labor productivity is lower than U.S. labor productivity, confirming previous, but now dated, studies. The place of replication studies in
built environment research is discussed, along with the relationship between academia and industry in this regard. Critical analyses regarding comparison over these specific activities and regional versus national metrics provide direction for future CLP research. Researchers and construction industrial practitioners may rethink the evaluation of CLP between the U.S and China as a result of this study.
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